DERBYSHIRE PUB QUIZ LEAGUE

SEASON 2012-13

WEEK 12

09/01/2013

QUESTION READERS PLEASE NOTE: As usual, in Rounds 2 and 6, the teams choose, in order, the topics on
which they will answer. Strips listing these topics are provided for each team. These should not be handed to teams until the
start of the relevant round. In the event of problems or disputes, some spare questions are available at the end. Underlined
bold indicates key ideas, though a differently-worded answer may still be valid (e.g. “or wtte” = “or words to that effect”,
requiring question reader’s judgment). Elements of an answer which are not in bold are not expected, but must not be given
incorrectly. Brackets indicate either additional information which is not required in the answer or acceptable alternatives.
Question masters should prompt teams to elaborate on any answer which is not incorrect but has not given the detail required.
ROUND 1:
Individual Questions. Pick a number from 1 to 10. 2 pts for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus.
1 Which country’s athletes led the parade at the 2012 Olympics Opening Ceremony? Greece (as at every Olympics)
Rotary International
2 Inner Wheel is a women’s group affiliated to which larger organisation?
Which
beverage
was
advertised
as
“the
drink
that’s
as
warm
as
mink”?
3
Cadbury’s Drinking Chocolate
Teaching Mathematics or wtte
4 For what might Cuisenaire rods be appropriately used?
Veins (Prompt “blood vessels”)
5 Which body parts are the speciality of the phlebologist?
Which
UK
city
is
home
to
the
Walker
Art
Gallery?
6
Liverpool
7 Which sport is central to the 2003 book and 2011 film, Moneyball?
Baseball
8 The rock soapstone mainly consists of which soft mineral?
Talc
Adele (Adkins)
9 Who recorded the theme song to the newest James Bond film, Skyfall?
What
is
the
minimum
cost
of
a
first
class
postage
stamp?
10
60 pence
ROUND 2:
Team Questions.
Pick a topic from the sheet. 1 pt for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus.
1 Nature:
A Name either of the best known types of garden creatures classified as Myriapods? Centipedes or Millipedes
Insectivorous or Carnivorous
B What do bladderwort, sundew and the pitcher plant have in common?
C “Puss” is a dialect word for which wild mammal not uncommon in England?
Hare
2 History:
A What links St Brendan, Prince Madog of Gwynedd, and Leif Eriksson?
Alleged Discovery of (N) America
B What relation was Isabella de Valois, queen consort of Richard II, to Catherine de (Full) Sister
Valois, queen consort of Henry V?
Johnson (Andrew & Lyndon B)
C What is the only surname shared by two unrelated US Presidents?
3 Sport:
A Southampton FC, Northampton RU and St Helens RL all share what name?
Saints
B Among ball sports, numerically what links Women’s Lacrosse, Shinty and All Twelve-a-side or wtte
Canadian Football?
C Two Premier League managers in post last December 1st share the first four letters Arsenal
(Arsène Wenger) or
Manchester City (Robto Mancini)
of one of their names with the name of the club they manage. Name either club.
4 On Screen:
A Which surname is shared by Gil, a central CSI character and Con Air’s criminal Grissom
mastermind, Cyrus “the Virus”, as well as by the second American in space?
B The TV drama series Homeland is based on a series made in which country?
Israel
C What precisely links the films, Dangerous Liaisons (1988), Valmont (1989), based on same novel or story
Cruel Intentions (1999) and Untold Scandal (2003)?
(Les Liaisons Dangereuses)
5 Musicians:
A Which jazz pianist led the Play Bach Trio, notable for reworking Baroque music? Jacques Loussier
B In 1999, which renowned folk fiddler was the subject of a premature Daily Dave Swarbrick
Telegraph obituary?
C What links blues musicians Robert and Tommy Johnson, violinist and composer Alleged pact with Devil or wtte
Niccolo Paganini and alchemist and operatic character Dr Johann Georg Faust?
6 Words:
A Just two letters short of a familiar garden creature, what word is defined by the Earworm
OED as “a catchy song or tune that runs continually through a person’s mind”?
B The word “orthography” relates to what aspect of words and language?
Spelling or wtte
C Beyond entering English via Italian what geographically links the words arsenal, Locations in/near Venice
ghetto and lido?
7 Units: What quantity can be expressed in each of these misleadingly named units?
A Light-second?
Length or Distance or Displacemt
Angle or Angular Displacement
B Arcsecond?
Energy or Work or Mass
C Electron volt?
8 Places:
A What links Austerlitz, Lyon, Montparnasse, Saint-Lazare and just two others?
Paris rail termini or wtte
(British) Headlands/Points/Capes
B St David’s, St Abb’s and St Bee’s are examples of which geographical feature?
C Which is the most populous town in England with an Anglican cathedral but not Blackburn
city status?

ROUND 3: Individual Questions. Pick a number from 1 to 10. 2 pts for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Which family’s notorious blood feud with the McCoys was the subject of a recent
Channel 5 drama series?
Which traditional pantomime features Robin Hood and Maid Marion as characters?
A freedom-of-information issue last year, who was the author of the Black Spider
Memos?
What is the purpose of a Bedfordshire Clanger?
The familiar black and white stripes of Juventus were adopted after acquiring shirts
from a supporter of which 150-year-old football club?
Who was the only US President to serve two non-consecutive terms?
What is the precise name given to the colour obtained when red and blue light are
mixed? With yellow and cyan it completes light’s three secondary colours?
Which organisation’s Vauxhall Cross headquarters is nicknamed Legoland?
In which country is Ytterby, the small village which has lent its name to no less
than four chemical elements and been the site of discovery of three others?
Richard Hughes equalled which Frankie Dettori record on 15th October 2012?

ROUND 4:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Team Questions.

Hatfields
Babes in the Wood
Prince Charles or The Prince of
Wales or wtte
Food or wtte (like Cornish pasty)
Notts County
(Stephen) Grover Cleveland
Magenta (Prompt purple or pink)
MI6
Sweden
7 wins in afternoon/day/meeting

Pick a number from 1 to 8. 1 pt for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus.

National Anthems:
A Which country’s national anthem is identical to that of Greece?
B The tune of which country’s national anthem was adopted by Estonia on gaining
independence first in 1920 and again in 1990?
C Which EU country shares the tune of its national anthem with Liechtenstein?
Bond Titles:
A Which Bond film is named after Ian Fleming’s Jamaican estate?
B Which James Bond novel and film borrowed its title from an advertising slogan?
C What is the particular significance of “Tomorrow” in the title Tomorrow Never
Dies, originally proposed as Tomorrow Never Lies?
British Towns and Cities: A, B and C are the most populous towns or cities with
three-letter names in England, Scotland and Wales respectively.
A Population 15000, England’s smallest city after the City of London and Wells;
B Scottish port and resort of 46000 people; Robert Burns wrote in praise of its
“honest men and bonnie lasses”;
C A SE Wales market town, home to 2300, named after the river on which it stands.
Avian Companions:
A Which eponymous character in a Dickens novel kept a pet raven called Grip?
B Which species of bird is traditionally associated with the Greek goddess Hera?
C What species was Athena, the pet bird Florence Nightingale carried in her pocket?
State Capitals: Identify the US state capital whose name is:
A A direct translation of South America’s most populous city;
B A near translation of the French port city of La Rochelle;
C A near translation, though not into English, of the Bavarian capital’s German
name.
Misleadingly named creatures:
A Neither turkey nor buzzard, what bird do Americans call a turkey buzzard?
B To which farmed animals are musk oxen most closely related?
C Wrongly associating it with a common family of British birds, how is the bearded
reedling commonly described?
Long Distance Sporting Events:
A The 2013 Tour de France is to start in the only region of Metropolitan France it
has never before visited. Which region?
B Which country is home to the annual Great Pardubice Steeplechase, second in
distance only to the Grand National and generally considered the next most testing?
C Which 2013 event will, paradoxically, start in Lima and finish in Santiago?
Scientific Theories:
A Which English Quaker scientist and teacher, who gave his name to an inherited
condition, was the pioneer of modern Atomic Theory?
B The so-called “Special Theory” was published in 1905, followed by the “General
Theory” in 1916 – theories of what?
C Which Welsh-born naturalist influenced, supported and possibly pre-empted
Darwin’s Theory of Natural Selection and coined the phrase “survival of the fittest”?

Cyprus
Finland
UK or GB or wtte
GoldenEye
Diamonds Are Forever
Newspaper title

Ely
Ayr
Usk
Barnaby Rudge
Peacock
Little Owl
St Paul, Minnesota (São Paolo)
Little Rock, Arkansas
Des Moines, Iowa (München
= Monks)
Turkey Vulture
Sheep or Goats
Bearded Tit

Corsica
Czech Republic
Paris-Dakar Rally
John Dalton
(Daltonism = Colour blindness)
Relativity
Alfred Russel Wallace

ROUND 5:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

In a delta, what is the term for the water courses into which the river divides?
To the nearest whole second either way, what time would elapse between firing a
gun and hearing its echo from a cliff face 1 mile away?
Which Romeo and Juliet character’s killing saw Romeo exiled from Verona?
In which fictional Lancashire town was the BBC police series Juliet Bravo set?
Found in many a toolbox, what is a Yankee?
The relief feature, the Sierra, is named from the Spanish for what household item?
Which Derbyshire tourist attraction is named after the site of a battle in Quebec?
What Arabic word for a scholar is often used by those who normally wear uniform
to refer to civilian dress?
What is the name of the plateau which makes up most of the Southern half of
India?
Which 1879 battle is central to the 1964 film Zulu?

ROUND 6:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Individual Questions: Pick a number from 1 to 10. 2 pts for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus.

Team Questions.

Distributaries
9 or 10 seconds (9.38 seconds)
Tybalt
Hartley
Type of (ratchet) Screwdriver
Saw
Heights of Abraham
Mufti
Deccan Plateau
Rorke’s Drift

Pick a topic from the sheet. 1 pt for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus.

Kings:
A Among monarchs of England or Britain, which regnal name has been used by the
greatest number of consecutive rulers?
B After which king’s death in 1216, was Prince Louis, later Louis VIII of France,
briefly proclaimed King of England by the English barons?
C Who became the first English or British monarch to achieve a Golden Jubilee?
Referees:
A Which Derbyshire-born former Davis Cup player has, since 2006, been the
Tournament Referee at Wimbledon?
B Which single word has replaced “Pause” and “Engage” in the instructions given
by Rugby Union referees immediately before a scrum?
C Accusations of “inappropriate language” against referee Mark Clattenburg hung
on the testimony of which Chelsea player, not famed for his command of English?
TV Crime:
A Which TV detective first appeared in the 1977 novel, A Morbid Taste for Bones?
B In which TV police drama did a cast change result in the catch-phrase “Let’s be
careful out there” being replaced by “Do it to them before they do it to you”?
C Which city’s past is the setting for the Murdoch Mysteries?
Chemicals: Give the popular names of these chemicals. Each contains a location.
A Magnesium sulphate heptahydrate, used as a medicine and in agriculture?
B Calcium sulphate hemihydrate, used in medicine and construction?
C Potassium sodium tartrate, used as a medicine and for piezoelectric crystals (i.e.
crystals which generate electricity when compressed)?
Toys:
A Which country is home to the original Legoland theme park?
B Hamleys, the World’s largest toy shop, is situated in which London thoroughfare?
C Some 50 million of the rubber teething toy, Sophie, have been sold since 1961,
more being sold in France than babies born! What kind of animal is Sophie?
Wine:
A From which island does the fortified wine marsala come?
B Which two letter abbreviation, broadly equivalent to AOC in France, is used for
the regulatory classification system for Spanish wines?
C In which wine-producing country has Malbec effectively become the “national
grape variety”, the most highly rated wines being those produced at high altitude?
Women (in Literature):
A How is Helen Graham described in the title of a classic 19th century novel?
B What was the surname of the sisters Ursula and Gudrun, eponymous central
characters of D.H. Lawrence’s Women in Love?
C What name does Shakespeare give to the historical Queen Gruoch?
Song (but not Pop):
A What activity is a brindisi intended to accompany?
B Specifically, members of what occupation would traditionally sing a barcarolle?
C A musical composition called a berceuse is a development of what kind of song?

George (I, II, III & IV)
John
Henry III
Andrew Jarrett
Set
Ramires Santos do Nascimento

Brother Cadfael
Hill Street Blues
Toronto
Epsom Salts
Plaster of Paris
Rochelle Salt

Denmark (At Billund)
Regent Street
Giraffe

Sicily
DO (Denominación de Origen)
Argentina

The Tenant of Wildfell Hall
Brangwen
Lady Macbeth
Drinking
(Venetian) Gondoliers
Lullaby or Cradle Song

ROUND 7:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

A member of which profession might perform a veronica?
Which character in an eponymous hit pop song was urged to “stop all of (his)
drinking with that floosie named Flo”?
Named after the town in which it is held, what is the name of the beauty and charm
contest competed every August between girls of Irish birth or descent?
Since 2006, on which international news network has Sir David Frost hosted the
weekly programme Frost Over The World?
What is the term for a graduated glass tube with a tap at one end, used for
dispensing measured volumes of liquid?
Talisker is the only single malt whisky distilled on which Scottish island?
Ten of the Twelve Tribes of Israel take their names from the sons of which Old
Testament patriarch?
Who was the actor and songwriter who became famous for establishing the Boy
Scout “Gang Shows” in the early 1930s and for producing them thereafter?
Which singer has launched a new fragrance Fame, claiming that it should smell
like an “expensive hooker”?
What is the protrusion on a chick’s beak that breaks through the egg shell called?

ROUND 8:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Individual Questions. Pick a number from 1 to 10. 2 pts for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus.

Team Questions.

Matador/Bullfighter (Cape pass)
Speedy Gonzales
The Rose of Tralee
Al Jazeera English
Burette
Skye
Jacob (or Israel)
Ralph Reader
Lady Gaga
Egg tooth

Pick a number from 1 to 8. 1 pt for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus.

Sitcom Neologisms:
A Which sitcom introduced the expletives smeg and smegging to English?
B In which sitcom was the now frequently used term omnishambles first used?
C Which long-running series coined embiggen in the municipal motto, “A noble
spirit embiggens the smallest man”?
Three of a Kind:
A The creators of the equals sign, the Bunsen burner and RADAR all shared which
forename?
B Who led Will Stutely, Gilbert Whitehand and David of Doncaster?
C What is the exclusive distinction of George Best, John Lennon and Robin Hood?
Rhyming Answers: All answers consist of a pair of rhyming words.
A A hit single by the Crickets and a film starring Hugh Laurie and Joely
Richardson?
B A sub-genre of literature typified by the novels of Joanna Trollope?
C Any one of three male characters from Dylan Thomas’ radio play Under Milk
Wood?
Musical Theatre:
A Who is the Man of La Mancha?
B Which Hungarian-born composer wrote the operettas The Student Prince, The
Desert Song and The New Moon?
C Bertolt Brecht called him “Mack the Knife”. What was the name of the
equivalent character in Gay’s The Beggar’s Opera?
Literary Jameses: What initials precede “James” in the names of these authors?
A The authoress of the S&M trilogy which begins with Fifty Shades of Grey;
B The creator of detective Adam Dalgliesh;
C The mediaeval scholar noted for his Gothic stories, often in ecclesiastical settings.
Architects and Engineers:
A Which Scottish architect, whose name might suggest a Hollywood legend, built
his reputation designing football stadia, including Ibrox, Anfield and Hillsborough?
B Twelve of the works of the Marquis de Vauban (1633-1707) feature among
UNESCO World Heritage Sites. What kinds of structure are they?
C Eugenius Birch is associated with the design of what kind of structure, notable
examples having been built at Aberystwyth, Bournemouth and Plymouth?
Northern Ireland:
A In which city or town is the HQ and main campus of the University of Ulster?
B Which Northern Irish county is the only one without a coast on Lough Neagh?
C Which is Northern Ireland’s only permanently-inhabited offshore island?
Pop’s Pops: These pop music fathers have all sung on chart topping albums.
A Whose son was convicted for breaking into the House of Commons chamber?
B Whose daughter Mary took the first official photograph of her close friend Cherie
Blair with husband Tony and newborn son Leo?
C Whose daughter Rosanna Davison was Miss Ireland and Miss World in 2003?

Red Dwarf
The Thick Of It
The Simpsons

Robert
Robin Hood (Named Merry Men)
UK Airports named after them
Maybe Baby
AGA Saga
Willy Nilly, Organ Morgan or
Jack Black
Don Quixote
Sigmund Romberg
Macheath

E.L.
P.D.
M.R.
Archibald Leitch
Fortresses or Citadels or wtte
(Seaside Pleasure) Piers

Coleraine
County Fermanagh
Rathlin Island
Bryan Ferry
Paul McCartney
Chris de Burgh

BEER ROUND
Use the questions remaining from the individual rounds for the individual questions.
Team Questions:
1

2

A In which US West Coast port, built on its timber processing industry and famous
as the birthplace of grunge, was the original Skid Row?
B In which EU country was the Internet communication service Skype developed?
C On what subject have Roger Elliot, Patric Walker and Leon Petulengro written
regular newspaper or magazine columns?
A In which US West Coast port, built on its sardine processing industryand famous
for its jazz festival, was Cannery Row, after which Steinbeck named his novel?
B From which EU country is the Internet communication service Skype now run?
C On what subject have Phillip Hodson, Mariella Frostrup and Evelyn Home written
regular newspaper or magazine columns?

Seattle
Estonia
Astrology or Horoscopes
Monterey
Luxembourg
Problem Pages or Agony Aunts
or Advice or wtte

Spare Individual Questions:
1
2

What name do inhabitants of Sydney use to describe themselves?
In the USA, as what is the day which immediately follows Thanksgiving known?

Sydneysiders
Black Friday

Spare Team Questions:
1

2

“Tribal” Divisions:
A Which ethnic group has been in conflict with Hutus in Rwanda and Burundi?
B Speakers of which language form two dialect groups who refer to one another as
Gogs, meaning “Northerners”, and Hwntws (prond.Hoontoos), meaning “Them”?
C Which country’s distinctive and isolated national language is divided into two
dialect groups, the Ghegs in the North and the Tosks in the South?
Traditions: All answers begin with the letters B-A-R.
A Established in 1288, what now meets every April at Wirksworth?
B What is the name of the monstrous black dog of Yorkshire legend?
C Mentioned in the madrigal Now Is The Month of Maying, which old game for
three mixed couples also became a euphemism for alfresco sexual naughtiness?

Set by David Edwards (Lakeside)

Tutsis
Welsh
Albania

Barmote Court
Bargest (Allow similar variants)
Barley-break

ROUND 2 TOPICS (Give to teams at start of Round 2)
1
3
5
7

Nature
Sport
Musicians
Units

2
4
6
8

History
On Screen
Words
Places

ROUND 2 TOPICS (Give to teams at start of Round 2)
1
3
5
7

Nature
Sport
Musicians
Units

2
4
6
8

History
On Screen
Words
Places

ROUND 6 TOPICS (Give to teams at start of Round 6)
1
3
5
7

Kings
TV Crime
Toys
Women (in Literature)

2
4
6
8

Referees
Chemicals
Wine
Song (not Pop)

ROUND 6 TOPICS (Give to teams at start of Round 6)
1
3
5
7

Kings
TV Crime
Toys
Women (in Literature)

2
4
6
8

Referees
Chemicals
Wine
Song (not Pop)

